



Optimum Multistage Supplying Voltages in Temperature 
Control of Electrical Reheating Furnace 
Hideo KOBAYASHI， Katsuhiro ICHIYANAGI 
This paper is about the problem of determinating multistage supplying voltages optimally 
which are power source for a small electrical reheating furnace in its temperature controL 
The state transition equation is approximated by first order difference equation and the 
performance index is given in form of the summation of the square error， that is， the 
di妊erenceof reference value and temperature inside the electrical furnace. Our aim is to 
determine the multistage supplying voltages as optimum control policy in order to minimize 
the given performance index and to apply this optimum control policy experimentally to 
temperature control of small electrical reheating furnace. 
We obtained good results in comparison between experimental curve and computational 

































































a= -0.0221， d=0.00417 なる定数をうる.したがって
電気炉温度の状態遷移方程式は(1)式より離散形式にかき
直した次式で表わされる.。(k十1T) = e-O.0221Tf! (k T) + 0.189(1-e-O.0221T) V 2 
(kT) (3) 
ただし T:サンプリング周期〔分〕
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Fig.2 温度制御曲線と最適篭圧

























は10[VJを単位とする 0，10， 20， ・・50[VJの離散的
な値だけを用いている. Fig.2ではサンプリング周期は
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